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Abstract

Treewidth is an important property of graphs. Knowing the treewidth value for a given graph,

and the corresponding optimal tree-decomposition, allows one to reduce and approximate well-known

NP-Hard problems. This means that, there are NP-Hard problems which can be solved e�ciently by

approximating the problem instance to a tree-decomposition of small width. Despite the fact that

knowing the treewidth value for graphs can be a solution for some NP-Hard problems, �nding the

treewidth value is an NP-Hard problem itself. In this document it is provided a survey on algorithms

for solving the treewidth value of an arbitrary input graph with emphasis on the usage of SAT and

MaxSAT formalizations. Moreover, it is also outlined a proposal to �nd the treewidth value of a graph,

as well as the corresponding decomposition, using a MaxSAT based approach. Finally, the proposed

solution is described, the evaluation the procedure is described, and the results are discussed.

Keywords: Treewdith, Tree-Decomposition, Linear Ordering, Maximum Satis�ability

1. Introduction

The treewidth of a graph is an important measure
on graph theory. It was introduced by Robertson
and Seymour[26] in 1986 and is one of the most
relevant structural graph properties that measures
what is the "distance" of some graph from being
a tree. Smaller the treewidth, closer the graph is
from being a tree. However, �nding an optimal tree-
decomposition, that is, the tree-decomposition with
the lowest width, is an NP-hard problem[1].

Arnborg[2] sentenced that some NP-Hard prob-
lems over graphs, can be computed in linear or poly-
nomial time when restricted to partial k-trees, that
is, graphs with treewidth bounded to a known in-
teger k. Examples of well known problems over
graphs are: (1) the maximum independent set
problemt; (2) the chromatic number problem (also
known as the graph coloring problem); or (3) the
Hamiltionian circuit. Other NP-Hard combinato-
rial problems exists related to the treewidth value
of graphs. Such combinatorial problems in graphs
have been studied for years, and several solutions
have been developed to solve them in graphs with
bounded treewidth[7, 23, 5, 17, 22].

To solve the treewidth problem, it is possible to
recognize two main approaches. The exact ones,
which has as the main objective identify the exact
value for treewidth of a given graph. And the ap-
proaches based on approximations and heuristics,
where the goal is to compute approximated values
for the treewidth of a given graph.

Di�erent �elds on computer science are search-
ing to address its problems by using the knowledge
gathered on the tree-decompositions constructed
for the input graphs. Examples of treewidth ap-
plication in diverse science �elds are logic, where
treewidth is used to optimize algorithms on con-
straint satisfaction[21, 11, 15], arti�cial inteligence,
where large graphs are processed to build bayesian
networks[13, 4, 25, 20], computational biology[16,
18, 31, 32]

PACE challenge 2017 1 is an annual competition
that was organized to evaluate solutions to compute
the treewidth of a graph. The challenge had two
main challenges, where one of them was computing
the treewidth of a given graph. Two variants for
the challenge have been proposed. The �rst one
evaluated who solved the most number of instances.
And the second one, evaluated who computed the
tree-decomposition of smaller width[12].

In this work we provide a solution to �nd the
treewidth value of a given graph, and the respective
optimal linear ordering, using a propositional logic
based approach. To �nd the optimum value for the
treewidth, we proposed to design a solution based
in algorithms which use two main deciding stages,
the pre-processing one, which computes an upper-
bound and a lower-bound on the treewidth, and a
MaxSAT based component, which use a MaxSAT
encoding to decide the treewidth value.

1https://pacechallenge.wordpress.com
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2. Background

A graph G = (V,E) is a tuple where V is a non-
empty set of vertices and E ⊆ {{x, y}|x, y ∈ V } is
a set of edges. Throughout the document, V (G) is
used to denote the set of vertices of the graph G,
E(G) is used to denote the set of edges of the graph
G. The set of neighbors of a vertex v is denoted by
N(v). The degree of a vertex v, degree(v), is the
number of vertices connected to v through an edge
e ∈ E, |N(v)|.

2.1. Treewidth
A tree-decomposition of a graph G = (V,E) is a
tree T = (V ′, E′) where each node t ∈ V ′ is a set
χ(t) ⊆ V that respects the following conditions:

1.
⋃

t∈V ′ χ(t) = V .

2. If {u, v} ∈ E then u, v ∈ χ(t) for some node
t ∈ V ′.

3. For all nodes t1, t2, t3 ∈ V ′, if t2 is on
the path from t1 to t3 then is known that
χ(t1)

⋂
χ(t3) ⊆ χ(t2).

The �rst rule empowers that the union of all sets
χ(t) on the tree-decompositions of the graph G con-
tains all the vertices of V . The second rule requires
that a pair of vertices connected by an edge on G
must be together on some set χ(t) of T . The third
rule requires that if some vertex on V is in the sets
of two di�erent nodes on the tree, then the vertex
occur in every node on the unique path between
them on the tree.
The width of a tree-decomposition is given by

maxt∈V ′ |χ(t)|−1. Where maxt∈V ′ |χ(t)| represents
the largest set on the tree, i.e. the node of the tree
that contains the biggest number of vertices of G.
The treewidth of an undirected graph G, tw(G),

is de�ned in terms of the tree-decompositions of G
as the minimum width over all tree-decompositions
of G.
The width of a tree-decomposition can also be

de�ned in terms of some linear ordering ≺ of the
vertices of the graph. Given a linear ordering ≺ of
the vertices in V it is possible to de�ne successor
and predecessor such that:

• vi is said to be a successor of vj under ≺ if
{vi, vj} ∈ E and i > j.

• vi is said to be a predecessor of vj under ≺ if
{vi, vj} ∈ E and i < j.

To compute the width of the tree-decomposition
respecting the linear ordering ≺ it is possible to de-
�ne a triangulation ∆(G,≺) = (V,∆(E,≺)), from
which the corresponding width can be read o�,
without constructing the tree-decomposition. The

edge-relation ∆(E,≺) represents the edges result-
ing in the triangulated graph. An example on the
mentioned concepts is given in �gure 1.

2.2. SAT Based Approach

The Boolean satis�ability problem (SAT), was the
�rst problem to be proven NP-complete[10]. The
SAT problem consists on proving if exists a truth
assignment that satis�es a given propositional logic
formula in the conjunctive normal form, or prove
that the formula is unsatis�able.

A Boolean formula is said to be in conjuctive nor-
mal form (CNF), if is a conjunction of clauses. A
clause is a disjunction of literals (∨, logical OR). A
clause is called a unit clause if it contains exactly
one literal, or it is called a k-clause if it contains
exactly k literals. A literal is a Boolean variable p
or its negation, ¬p.
A truth assignment τ is a function from Boolean

variables (literals) to {0, 1}. A clause C is satis�ed
by a truth assignment τ , which means that τ(C) =
1 if and only if τ(p) = 1 for a literal p ∈ C or, if and
only if τ(p) = 0 for a literal ¬p ∈ C. Otherwise, the
clause C is meant to be unsatis�able, which means
that τ(C) = 0.

The maximum satis�ability problem (MaxSAT)
is an optimization version of the SAT problem.
Given a propositional logic formula ϕ in CNF with
m clauses and an integer k such that k ≤ m the
MaxSAT problem tries �nd a truth assignment to
the variables of ϕ that satis�es at least k clauses in
ϕ.

This section introduces the work that has been
done on SAT encodings to solve the treewidth prob-
lem. In order to do that, we focus our studies on
two papers of main relevance. The �rst is the work
of Samer and Veith[29], and the second, is the work
of Berg and Järvisalo[3] which includes a MaxSAT
approach to compute the treewidth. Since the work
of Berg and Järvisalo is based on the work of Samer
and Veith, improving the SAT encoding, the work
done by Berg and Järvisalo is described, as well as
the main di�erences to the work previously done by
Samer and Veith.

To encode the treewidth problem into SAT, Berg
and Järvisalo use two sets of Boolean variables,
which are manipulated in order to solve the prob-
lem. The Boolean variables used to produce the
encoding are the following:

• ordi,j , which is true if, and only if, the vertex
vi precedes the vertex vj , that is, vi < vj under
the linear ordering ≺.

• Oi,j , which is true if, and only if, the ordered

graph of G, under ≺, that is
−→
∆(G,≺), contains

the edge (vi, vj).
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Figure 1: (a) An example of an undirected graph G of treewidth 2; (b) The triangulation ∆(G,≺) under
the linear ordering ≺: g < h < e < f < d < c < a < b; (c) The corresponding ordered graph under ≺;
(d) A possible tree-decomposition of G with width 2. (Adapted from [28])

Firstly, the linear ordering itself, is encoded by
the set of variables ordi,j for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
which implies to have n(n− 1)/2 Boolean variables
in the encoding. The transitivity property of the
linear ordering is encoded by

(ord∗i,j ∧ ord∗j,l)→ ord∗i,l, (1)

where ord∗p,q is ordp,q if p < q, otherwise, ord∗p,q is
¬ordp,q. This means that, if a vertex vi precedes a
vertex vj , and vj precedes a vertex vl, under some
linear ordering ≺, then, vi precedes vl under ≺.
The encoding of the transitivity property implies
the addition of n(n − 1)(n − 2) constraints to the
SAT instance.
Knowing that the input graph G = (V,E) con-

tains an edge {vi, vj}, then, the ordered graph
−→
∆(G,≺) contains the directed edge (vi, vj), or the
directed edge (vj , vi). This can be enforced by
adding a set of clauses of the form

Oi,j ∨Oj,i (2)

for all {{vi, vj} ∈ E : i < j}.
If vi, vj ∈ V have a common predecessor in the

graph G = (V,E), then, processing the triangula-
tion procedure, the resulting graph ∆(G,≺), will
contain the edge {vi, vj}. Thus, the ordered graph
−→
∆(G,≺) contains the directed edge (vi, vj) or the
directed edge (vj , vi). This is enforced by the fol-
lowing equation:

(Ok,i ∧Ok,j)→ (Oi,j ∨Oj,i) (3)

for all distinct i, j, k = 1..n.
Since the linear ordering leads to an ordered

graph
−→
∆(G,≺), in which the direction of each edge

{vi, vj} ∈ E, is ruled by the linear ordering, consid-

ering that if {{vi, vj} ∈ E : i < j} then
−→
∆(G,≺)

contains the edge directed edges (vi, vj), otherwise,−→
∆(G,≺) contains the edge (vj , vi) for all distinct
i, j = 1..n. Knowing that, we must decide what is

the direction of each edge {vi, vj} ∈ E. To decide
the direction of each edge of the ordered graph, the
authors introduce the formula:

ord∗i,j → ¬Oj,i (4)

for all distinct i, j = 1..n, which means that, if i < j
under the linear ordering ≺, then, it can not exist a

directed edge (vj , vi) in the ordered graph
−→
∆(G,≺).

Finally, it is added a redundant clause, of the
form

¬Oj,i ∨ ¬Oi,j (5)

for all distinct i, j = 1..n, that improves the time re-
quired for solving the resulting SAT (and MaxSAT)
instance, according to the authors. The clause is

added since the fact that the ordered graph
−→
∆(G,≺

) is a simple graph, which means that, if there is an
edge (vi, vj) it can not exist an edge (vj , vi).
The conjunction of equation 1, with equations

2, 3, 4, 5, results in the base encoding. The SAT
instance created by the base encoding, for a given
graph G, is represented by ϕbase(G).
deciding treewidth
In order to decide which is the treewidth value

for a given graph G = (V,E), the authors use
the notion of the maximum number of successors,
given the triangulated graph ∆(G,≺). This means
that, recalling the fact that the treewidth of a tree-
decomposition, corresponding to a linear ordering≺
is given by the maximum number of successors in
the triangulated graph, that is,maxvi∈V |{{vi, vj} ∈−→
∆(E,≺) : i < j}| then, this leads us to infer that
the number of outgoing arcs of each vertex in the

ordered graph
−→
∆(G,≺), can not exceed the upper

bound value for treewidth. Thus, to enforce this re-
striction, it is added a cardinality constraint of the
form

Cw(i) =

n∑
j=1
j 6=i

Oi,j ≤ k (6)
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for each i = 1..n. Let Cw(i) denote the cardinality
constraint for each vertex vi.
Joining the base encoding ϕbase(G) with the

equation 6, we have

ϕbase ∧
n∧

i=1

Cw(i) (7)

which is satis�able if, and only if, tw(G) ≤ k. Note
that if equation 7 evaluates to SAT, the variables
ordi,j represents the optimal linear ordering, that is,
the linear ordering which allows one to compute the
optimal tree-decomposition. Knowing the optimal
linear ordering, a corresponding tree-decomposition
of width at most k is constructed[6].
Hence, the treewidth of a given graph G, can be

achieved by calling the SAT solver mutliple times,
incrementing the value k, from 1 to n − 1, until
equation 7 is satis�ed.
To encode equation 6, the authors use a clausal

encoding based on cardinality networks, where Ai =
{Oi,j : i 6= j} is a set, from which the cardinality
network C(Ai) produce |Ai| − 1 auxiliary variables,
yi1..y

i
n−1, which indicate how many variables in Ai

are assigned to true. Note that the conjunction
of the clauses produced by C(Ai), with the clause
¬yik+1 is equivalent to equation 6. Knowing that,
it is possible to produce a SAT instance based on
C(Ai), which is true if, and only if, tw(G) ≤ k, as-
suming that τ(yik+1) = 0 for each i = 1..n. Thus,
the following equation is constructed:

ϕ′iter = ϕbase(G) ∧
n∧

i=1

C(Ai) (8)

To enforce that τ(yik+1) = 0 for each i = 1..n,
a new set of auxiliary variables Wi is constructed,
where i = 0..(n− 2), such that

Wi ↔ (¬y1i+1 ∧ ¬y2i+1 ∧ .. ∧ ¬yni+1) (9)

Hence, the treewidth value can be achieved by
�nding the smallest value k, for which the SAT
instance, composed by the logical conjunction of
equations 8 and 9, is satis�able if, and only if
Wk = 1. Note that when Wn−2 = 1, it is possi-
ble to infer that tw(G) = n− 1.
Finally, the authors insert a clause that is based

on the notion that, for any k, knowing that tw(G) ≤
k, then, tw(G) ≤ k′ for all k′ > k. This is added
to the SAT instance, constructing formulas of the
form

Wi →Wi+1 (10)

for i = 0..(n− 3).
The logical conjunction of equations 8, 9, 10 is

called the iterative encoding by the authors, and it
is denoted by ϕiter(G). That means that ϕiter(G)

can be solved iteratively, under di�erent assump-
tions, allowing the solver to retain information be-
tween iterations, avoiding to rebuild the SAT solver
in each iteration.

The most relevant di�erence between the work
done by Samer and Veith[29], and the work done
by Berg and Järvisalo[3], consists on the encoding
of equation 6. The former uses a sequential counter
to enable the treewidth computation, using multi-
ple calls to the SAT solver given di�erent values
to the upper bound k. The last uses an iterative
encoding that can be solved using an incremental
setting of a SAT solver, enabling the solver to learn
information between iterations. Both base encod-
ings use the same ideas. However, since the fact
Berg and Järvisalo use the notion of directed edges,
instead of the notion of successors, it allows one
to abstract the triangulation process on the input
graph G, when Samer and Veith explicitly construct
constraints to represent the edges added on the tri-
angulation.

3. Implementation

To solve the treewidth problem, we segment the
implementation into three main stages. The �rst
stage consists on a pre-processing approach, which
allows one to bound the treewidth search space.
The pre-processing level is constructed by imple-
menting lower and upper bound algorithms, to ver-
ify if they coincide. In case the lower bound equals
the upper bound, then, we achieved the exact value
for the treewidth. Otherwise, we search by the ex-
act treewidth value between the lower and upper
bounds.

Another level on the implemented software for
search the exact treewidth value, we called the base
encoding. The base encoding is common to every
algorithm implemented, and it is the level where the
problem is encoded into a SAT instance. Encoding
the equations described in section 2 into SAT, a
propositional logic based formula is produced, to
enforce rules that drive the search algorithms to the
correct result on the treewidth.

Finally, we construct multiple algorithms to
search the exact treewidth value. These algorithms
are bounded to search in the space that exists be-
tween the lower and the upper bound. Moreover,
the algorithms make use of the SAT formula, φ,
produced by the base encoding, at each step of
the search procedure, to decide whether the cor-
rect treewidth value was found. These search algo-
rithms use multiple calls to a SAT solver, in order to
understand whether the rules encoded in φ are sat-
is�ed. In each call, the SAT solver returns a tuple,
containing information about the status, the model,
and the con�icts. The status gives information on
the satis�ability of the SAT instance φ, being set to
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SAT in the case of the SAT instance φ is satis�able,
or is set to UNSAT, if the SAT instance is unsatis�-
able. The model is the model returned by the SAT
solver, which is empty in case of the status is set to
UNSAT, or gives the variable assignment that sat-
is�es all the constraints. The con�icts parameter
is an array which is empty in case of the status is
SAT, otherwise, it gives an unsatis�able core.
Building the software to solve the treewidth prob-

lem over arbitrary graphs, we used the architec-
ture of the OpenWBO MaxSAT solver[24], which
achieved two gold medals and a silver medal in the
MaxSAT evaluation 20172. The architecture of the
software developed creates an abstraction on the
mentioned levels of the solution, making the algo-
rithms for search the treewidth to be independent
on the pre-processing algorithms, using these algo-
rithms by making a simple call. Moreover, it encap-
sulates the implementation of cardinality encoding
algorithms, which facilitates the CNF encoding of
equation 6.
Implementing lower bound algorithm, we base

our implementation on the Minor-Min-Width algo-
rithm. This algorithm is based on computing mi-
nors, taking advantage of the use of edge contrac-
tions to choose the maximal minimum degree, at
each step of the algorithm. This algorithm outper-
forms other known algorithms for computing lower
bounds, both in terms of the quality of the results,
as in terms of the running time of the algorithm,
for the majority of the cases.
To compute the upper bound algorithm on

treewidth, we implemented an improved version of
the Greedy Fill-In algorithm. Greedy Fill-In al-
gorithm was chosen since previous experiments on
upper bound algorithms to treewidth shows that
Greedy Fill-In may be the best algorithm to com-
puting upper bound values on treewidth, both in
terms of the quality of the solution returned, as the
running time of the algorithm[8]. Moreover, we join
a minimum-degree based heuristic to the algorithm,
which is slightly better than the original greedy �ll-
in, following Bodlaender and Koster[9]. Further-
more, we �nd a tweak to improve the performance
of the implemented upper-bound algorithm. This
improvement can be observed using the fact that,
since the upper bound value is given by the maxi-
mum degree of a vertex v in V , at each step of the
algorithm, then, it is not possible to increment the
upper bound value when |V | < ub. Thus, to return
an upper bound value for the treewidth, it is possi-
ble to stop searching for an upper bound when the
upper bound value obtained is greater or equal than
the number of vertices remaining in the graph.
Using SAT search algorithms for treewidth con-

sists essentially on making calls to the SAT solver,

2http://mse17.cs.helsinki.�/

Algorithm 1: Selected Unsatis�ability-

based algorithm for Treewidth

Input: G = (V,E)

Output: treewidth value

1 ub← Minimum Fill-In(G)

lb← Minor-Min-Width(G)

ϕ← TreeWidthEncode(G, ub) A← ∅
2 foreach i ∈ 1 . . . |V | do
3 Let (bi,1 . . . bi,ub) be the variables de�ning

the LHS value of cardinality constraint

4 A← A ∪ {¬bi,lb+1}
5 while true do

6 (status, ν, ϕC)← SAT(ϕ,A)

7 if status = UNSAT then

8 min← ub

9 foreach ¬bi,j ∈ ϕC do

10 if j < min then

11 min← j

12 foreach ¬bi,min ∈ ϕC do

13 A← A\{¬bi,min} ∪ {¬bi,min+1}
14 else

15 return ν

and then making decisions on the returned result.
Such algorithms are responsible for guide the deci-
sion process on the treewidth, deciding at each step
of the algorithm whether the exact value for the
treewidth of the input graph is found, or if it is nec-
essary to adjust the parameters to produce a new
call to the SAT solver, until the optimal value is
achieved. Regarding the implemented algorithms,
we describe two specialized SAT based algorithms
designed for search the treewidth value.

3.1. SelectedUS Algorithm

Selected Unsat-SAT algorithm (SelectedUS) starts
by computing the lower and upper bounds, stop-
ping when the values coincide. Then, the initial
SAT instance is produced, bounding the number of
outgoing arcs to the computed upper bound. The
SAT instance produced is then modeled throughout
the decision process of the algorithm.

Produced the initial SAT instance, the Selected
Unsat-SAT algorithm, described in 1, constructs a
vertex of assumptions, where the auxiliary variables
bi,j used to encode the left-hand-side of the cardi-
nality constraint 6 are bounded to the actual com-
puted lower bound.

After the assumptions vertex initialization, the
SAT solver is called over the produced formula set,
and the assumptions array, returning a tuple from
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which is possible to read the status, the model, in
case it is not empty, or the con�icts vector, which
contains the variables that are responsible for the
SAT instance to be unsatis�able.

If the status is set to UNSAT, then, a minimum
value is initialized with the upper bound value on
the treewidth, computed at the beginning of the
algorithm. Then, the con�icts vector (which can
not be empty, since the evaluation returned the sta-
tus as UNSAT), is scanned, updating the minimum
value for the minimum right-hand-side found in the
con�icts vector.

Since we updated the minimum value, it is possi-
ble to update all the variables in the con�icts vector
that are bounded to the previous minimum value,
to be restricted to the previous minimum value plus
one, which avoids to update all the variables in the
con�icts, and consequently, avoids to update all the
variables in the encoded SAT instance, as it was
done in the other algorithms. Such a mechanism
allows one to manipulate directly the SAT instance
encoded, selecting precisely the variable which will
be updated, in order to continue the search for the
treewidth.

When the SAT instance is satis�ed, we know that
the exact value for the treewidth of the input graph
was found. The exact value on the treewidth of
the input graph corresponds to the maximum j for
which the variables bi,j satis�es the SAT instance,
thus, the algorithm outputs that value and stops.

SelectedUS algorithm is implemented over the in-
cremental SAT solving, since the SAT instance is
constructed and manipulated over each iteration of
the algorithm, which allows to select and manipu-
late speci�c variables in the encoding, at each iter-
ation of the algorithm.

3.2. Local Improvement Algorithm

Local Improvement algorithm (LocalImprov), de-
scribed in 2, consists in arranging an approximated
to optimal linear ordering on the treewidth, and
iteratively rearranging it until an optimal linear or-
dering is achieved. To enable such a feature, it is
necessary to de�ne a point of regret, which is de-
�ned as the index of the �rst vertex that makes the
linear ordering to achieve a given value of successors
(in this particular case, the point of regret is the in-
dex of the �rst vertex that represents the reason
for the actual maximal number of successors of the
treewidth - that is, the index of the vertex that de-
�nes the upper bound value on the treewidth value
for a given linear ordering). De�ned the point of
regret, it is veri�ed if there is a permutation of the
point of regret and its c neighbors in the linear or-
dering, such that the actual upper bound value on
the treewidth can be reduced.

The algorithm operates through an improved ver-

Algorithm 2: Iterative algorithm for

Treewidth
Input: G = (V,E)

Output: treewidth value

1 (ub, pr,≺)← Minimum Fill-In(G)

lb← Minor-Min-Width(G)

c←MIN(FREEVALUE , |V |)
2 A← ∅
3 while true do

4 (ϕ,A)← PartialEncode(G, ub,≺, c, pr)
5 (status, ν, ϕC)← SAT(ϕ,A)

6 if status = SAT then

7 c←MIN(FREEVALUE , |V |)
8 ≺← UpdateOrdering(ν)

9 pr ← UpdatePointOfRegret(ub)

10 while pr = NIL do

11 ub← ub− 1

12 if ub = lb then

13 return ν

14 pr ← UpdatePointOfRegret(ub)

15 else

16 if ϕC ∩A = ∅ then
17 return ν

18 c← c+FREEVALUE

sion of the base encoding. The main di�erences be-
tween the base encoding and the improved encoding
is the way of produce the CNF encoding of equa-
tions 1 and 4, and the introduction of assumptions
in the CNF encoding process. To encode the linear
ordering, the vertices between the �rst position in
the linear ordering, and the left bound computed
at the beginning of the algorithm, are �xed, that
is, it is assumed that the position of the vertices in
the mentioned interval will not permute. The same
happens to the vertices in the interval between the
right bound computed at the start of the algorithm,
and the end of the linear ordering. To enable the
SAT solver to �x the position of these vertices, a
vector of assumptions is constructed. To build the
vector of assumptions, the set of variables Ordi,j
is added to the vector, for all i, j : i < j where
i = 1, ..., l − 1 and j = i + 1, ..., | ≺ |, which repre-
sents that the �rst l vertices of the linear ordering ≺
appears before any other vertices in ≺, being l the
left bound of the linear ordering, computed at the
beginning of the algorithm. Furthermore, the set
of variables Ordi,j where, all i, j : i < j such that
i = l, ..., r and j = r + 1, ..., | ≺ | are added to the
vector of assumptions, since the last | ≺ |−r always
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appears after the vertices in the interval between l
and r, being r the right bound, computed at the
beginning of the algorithm. Finally, it is encoded
the set of variables Ordi,j where all i, j : i < j such
that i = r+ 1, ..., | ≺ | and j = i+ 1, ..., | ≺ |, which
represents the last �xed vertices in the linear order-
ing. Equation 1 encoded into CNF, but only in the
interval that exists between l and r.

LocalImprov algorithm starts by computing an
initial linear ordering, which is given by the upper
bound algorithm. Processing the computed linear
ordering, is possible to infer an upper bound value
for treewidth, as well as the point of regret. Then,
the lower bound is computed by calling the lower
bound algorithm. Additionally, it is necessary to
de�ne the value c, which represents a the bounds of
the linear ordering that de�nes the interval where
the vertices are allowed to permute. The value c is
de�ned as the minimum value between the minor
liberty level (which we call FREEVALUE )), and
the size of the linear ordering. Since the interval on
which the vertices are allowed to permute can not
exceed the size of the linear ordering.

De�ned all the variables, LocalImprov algorithm
produces a veri�cation to check if the lower and up-
per bound values coincides. If the values coincides,
the algorithm returns the treewidth value and stops.
Then, the improved encoding produces the formula
set, as well as the vector of assumptions. Then, it is
produced a call to the SAT solver, over the formula
set and the assumptions vector.

Calling the SAT solver, the algorithm identi�es
the value stored in status. If the status returned by
the SAT solver is set to SAT, then, the c value is
restored to the initial value of c, in order to bound
the new search that is performed at each new it-
eration of the algorithm. Furthermore, the actual
linear ordering is updated to the one that is given
by the Ord variables and its values in the model ν.

After updating the linear ordering, the algorithm
updates the actual point of regret. Since the linear
ordering was updated, then, it is possible that the
point of regret changes too, so, it is needed to up-
date the point of regret to a new one in case of it
exists, for the actual upper bound. To update the
point of regret, it is needed to verify which is the
vertex in the updated linear ordering that exceeds
or equals the actual upper bound, in case of such a
vertex exists.

To update the point of regret, it is needed to
analyze the model ν returned by the SAT solver,
namely, the set of variables O, and its assignment.
The routine that is responsible for update the point
of regret performs a counting of variables Oi,j that
are set to true. If the number of variables Oi,j , ex-
ceeds or equals the actual upper bound, then the
vertex i is designated as the new point of regret.

If it is impossible to �nd a new point of regret
in the updated linear ordering, for the actual upper
bound, then, the actual upper bound value is decre-
mented. At each time that the actual upper bound
value is decremented, the algorithm produces a ver-
i�cation to validate if the actual upper bound coin-
cides with the lower bound, in that case, the upper
bound value can not be decremented another time,
hence, the algorithm outputs the treewidth value
and stops. In the case of the lower and the upper
bound values do not coincides, the point of regret
is tested to the actual upper bound. In the case of
a new point of regret is found for the actual upper
bound value, the algorithm produces a new encod-
ing, with the new linear ordering, the new upper
bound, and the restored value c.

In the case of the status is set to UNSAT by the
SAT solver, then, the value c is incremented with
the FREEVALUE, in order to increment the size
of the interval of the linear ordering in which the
vertices are allowed to permute. Then, the SAT en-
coding is produced again, and the returned formula
set will be analyzed by the SAT solver.

The local improv algorithm stops in two distinct
cases. It stops in the case whether the actual upper
bound is equal to the lower bound. And it stops
in the case of the value of status is set to UNSAT
by the SAT solver, and the vector of assumptions
is empty. Note that in the case of the vector of
assumptions is empty, the value c equals half the
size of the linear ordering, which means that the
left bound is set to the �rst position in the linear
ordering, and the right bound is set to the last po-
sition in the linear ordering. Then, if the interval
in which the vertices are allowed to permute, equals
the size of the linear ordering, it means that all the
vertices in the linear ordering are allowed to per-
mute. Hence, if the SAT solver sets the status to
UNSAT when all the vertices are allowed to per-
mute in the encoding, we know that the actual up-
per bound fall behind the exact treewidth value. So,
the last tested value for the treewidth is outputted,
and the algorithm stops.

4. Results

In order to evaluate the solution that is described
at section 3, it is provided a comparison between
the implemented solution against successful existent
ones: the one proposed by Gogate and Dechter[14]
(QuickBB), and the winner of the PACE Challenge
2017 (Pace-Winner). Performing such an analysis
it were used all the instances provided by the PACE
challenge (the public and the private instances), the
DIMACS Graph coloring networks instances[19],
and the Named Graphs benchmarks instances[30].

The experiments were performed on a machine
with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v2 proces-
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sor (2.6GHz, 6C/12T), and 64 Gb of RAM, running
Ubuntu 16.04. The algorithms are implemented in
C++, and compiled with g++ version 5.4.0, having
OpenWBO as the base architecture. To solve our
SAT instances, we con�gured our software to run
Glucose 4.1 as the default SAT solver. Running the
algorithms, we limit the memory to 10 Gb for each
process, and we enforce a CPU timeout at 3600s,
for each instance.

To handle the time and memory restrictions, we
used the runsolver application[27]. Such an appli-
cation produce output �les that allows one to mon-
itor whether the time or memory restrictions were
respected or not. Furthermore the application per-
sists the output of each running instance in an out-
put �le, which can be later processed and analyzed.

4.1. Exact Treewidth

Comparing the implemented algorithms, we analyze
how many instances were solved by each one of the
algorithms, from each of the graph benchmarks de-
scribed previously, at the beginning of this section.
Moreover, it is analyzed the average time that each
algorithm takes to solve the instances, in order to
compare the average running time that a given al-
gorithm spends to solve an arbitrary instance.

Additionaly, the implemented algorithms are
compared against successful existent ones: the one
proposed by Gogate and Dechter[14] (QuickBB),
and the winner of the PACE Challenge 2017, which
we call the Pace-Winner algorithm.

Tables 1, and 2 present the processed results,
gathered by running each one of the algorithms
over the set of instances. The rows of the tables
represents the graph benchmarks used to run the
algorithms, the columns represent the number of
instances solved by each algorithm, as well as the
average time that each algorithm spent to solve the
instances.

The average size of the instances in the set of
benchmarks, that is, the average number of ver-
tices, and the average number of edges on each
set of instances, is another property of the sets
of benchmarks that is interesting to relate to the
gathered results. Analyzing such a property, it is
possible to establish a relation between the gath-
ered results and the size of the graphs in the sets of
benchmarks. The Pace-Challenge benchmarks have
a number of average vertices and average edges con-
siderably larger than the DIMACS coloring graph
instances, and the named graphs instances. Thus,
the SAT based algorithms solve a low number of
instances in this set of benchmarks (13% of the in-
stances). A possible explanation on the issue, is
the number of variables produced to encode large
graphs, since the logical model used to solve the
treewidth problem produceO(n3) variables, regard-

ing the encoding of equation 1, which may overload
the SAT solver decision process. However, analyze
the impact of encoding a large number of variables,
and the SAT formula structures, on the SAT solver
decision process, is out of the scope of this work.
For the named graphs instances, which presents the
lowest number of vertices, and the lowest number of
edges, in average, the SAT based algorithms solve
44% of the instances, which is a considerably larger
number, than the number of instances solved in the
Pace-Challenge benchmarks, in percentage.
Moreover, the average time that the algorithms

spent to solve the instances in the named graphs
benchmarks, is considerably lower than the aver-
age time that the algorithms taken to solve the in-
stances in the Pace-Challenge benchmarks, and the
average time that the algorithms spent to solve the
instances in the coloring graphs benchmarks.
Observing the gathered results on the searching

for the exact value for treewidth, it is possible to
note that the performance of the algorithms varies
considerably with the set of benchmarks used. Such
a result can be observed by analyzing the number of
instances solved by the Pace-Winner algorithm, for
di�erent benchmarks. The Pace-Winner algorithm
clearly outperforms the other tested algorithms for
the Pace-Challenge instances. However, when we
go to the DIMACS Coloring Graphs benchmarks,
the algorithm solves a considerable smaller num-
ber of instances than the branch-and-bound algo-
rithm, and the SAT based algorithms proposed in
the solution. Other interesting result that allows
one to conclude that the performance of algorithms
is closely related to the graphs topology, is the fact
that the average time taken by the tested algorithm
to solve the instances of named graphs benchmarks,
is considerably inferior to the average time that the
algorithm spent to solve the instances in the col-
oring graphs benchmarks, or in the Pace-Challenge
set of instances.
Finally, we can conclude that the Pace-Winner

algorithm outperforms the other tested algorithms,
for the Pace Challenge and the named graphs
benchmarks, and the QuickBB algorithm outper-
forms the other tested algorithms for the DIMACS
coloring graphs benchmarks. Comparing only the
SAT based algorithms for solving the treewidth
value, the LinearSU-Inc algorithm outperforms the
other algorithms, in the number of instances solved,
and the LinearUS-Inc outperforms the other algo-
rithms in the average time that is spent to solve
each instance.

4.2. Treewidth Approximation
To �nd the best approximation algorithm we start
by select all the instances that were not solved by
all the tested algorithms, then we compare, for each
instance, which was the algorithm that found the
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LinearSU LinearUS Binary LinearSU-Inc LinearUS-Inc SelectedUS LocalImprov
solved time solved time solved time solved time solved time solved time solved time

Coloring 36 244.3 32 65.9 36 42.1 36 32.2 31 18.1 31 19.1 25 231
Named 65 3 66 30.9 65 2.9 66 35.1 65 7.7 65 9 65 4.7
PACE 23 114.2 24 104.6 26 92.3 22 142.4 22 53.7 21 66.4 22 59.8

Table 1: Instances solved and average time

#Inst
QuickBB Pace-Winner

solved time solved time
Coloring 82 43 29.3 23 163
Named 150 81 46 114 27.1
PACE 200 23 56.7 104 856.4

Table 2: Instances solved and average time

LinearSU Binary LinearSU-Inc LocalImprov
Coloring 36 34 36 39
Named 27 28 30 72
PACE 110 95 107 146
Total 173 157 173 257

Table 3: Comparison on approximations

lowest value on the treewidth. Such a value rep-
resents the closer value to the exact value of the
treewidth of the input graph, since it satis�es the
SAT formula, and the algorithm keep searching for
the next value, which means that the exact value
was not found.

Comparing such values, every time that an algo-
rithm found the lowest value for the treewidth, it
receives one point. In the cases of multiple algo-
rithms �nd the same best approximation, all that
algorithms receives one point. In the end, the al-
gorithm that received more points throughout the
comparison process, it is meant to be the best ap-
proximation algorithm.

Table 3 shows the points attributed to each algo-
rithm, for each one of the benchmarks tested and
analyzed. The benchmarks are the same that we
used to test the search SAT based method for �nd
the exact value for the treewidth of a given input
graph. The rows in the tables represents the bench-
mark instances used to evaluate the approximations
of our solution, and the columns represents the al-
gorithms that were tested and analyzed. Each one
of the cells, represents the points that an algorithm
achieved for each one of the benchmarks.

Analyzing the results presented in table 3, it is
possible to observe that the LocalImprov algorithm
outperforms any other algorithm as an approxima-
tion algorithm for treewidth, obtaining a total of
257 points, which corresponds to 87% of the in-
stances tested. Furthermore, the algorithm achieves
the optimal value for treewidth in the great part of
the instances tested, running out of time to prove
that the formula is unsatis�able for the last tested

value.

5. Conclusions

Treewidth is an NP-Hard problem which asks how
close is a graph from being a tree. Solving such
a problem have multiple applications in the real
world, in computer science �elds like arti�cial in-
telligence, bioinformatics, complex networks, or in
combinatorics.
This document presents a SAT based approach to

solve the treewidth value for a given input graph.
Our solution consists on enabling pre-processing to
bound the search space of SAT based algorithms,
in order to accelerate the decisions process. More-
over, our solution aims at improving the previously
existent logical model in the literature, as well as it
consists on the implementation of specialized search
algorithms to search for the treewidth value. Imple-
menting such algorithms we designed new strate-
gies, enabling incremental SAT solving in some
of the algorithms, like LinearUS-Inc, LinearSU-Inc
and SelectedUS. Furthermore, we implemented the
LocalImprov algorithm, which operate by itera-
tively permute the vertices in the linear ordering
given by the upper bound algorithm, until the per-
mutation achieves an optimal linear ordering.
The implemented solution was tested on multi-

ple well-known benchmarks, and was tested for �nd
the exact value for the treewidth, and to achieve an
approximation on the treewidth value for a given
input graph. Performing the analysis of the results
obtained, it is possible to conclude that LinearSU-
Inc achieve the best results in the number of in-
stances solved, and the LinearSU-Inc achieve the
best results in the average time to compute an in-
stance. Moreover, the LocalImprov algorithm was
�nd to be the best algorithm for approximate the
treewidth value of an arbitrary input graph.
For future work, we provide some ideas which can

be explored in order to achieve better results on the
searching for the treewidth value on graphs.
It would be interesting to design a frame-

work that would pick an algorithm to search the
treewidth value, respecting the class of a graph that
is given as the input. This implies that a study must
be performed to understand which algorithms per-
forms the best for di�erent classes of graphs. So,
�rst of all, it would be necessary to study how some
properties of graphs, as modularity and density,
are related with the di�erent existent algorithms to
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solve the treewidth problem. Building these kind of
relations allows one to construct a framework that,
respecting the input graph properties, would pick
an existent algorithm to solve the treewidth for that
graph.

It is possible to turn exact methods into heuristic
techniques. The main idea is to study how would
perform our solution in the case we use it as an
approximation heuristic. Such a technique would
be based in setting a timeout for each running of
the implemented solution, gathering which is the
treewidth value at the time in which occurs the
timeout, estimating the approximation for the exact
value for the treewidth.
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